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Motivated by the notion of regression depth (Rousseeuw and Hubert, 1996) we
introduce the catline, a new method for simple linear regression. At any bivariate
data set Zn=[(xi , yi); i=1, ..., n] its regression depth is at least n�3. This lower
bound is attained for data lying on a convex or concave curve, whereas for perfectly
linear data the catline attains a depth of n. We construct an O(n log n) algorithm
for the catline, so it can be computed fast in practice. The catline is Fisher-consis-
tent at any linear model y=;x+:+e in which the error distribution satisfies
med(e | x)=0, which encompasses skewed and�or heteroscedastic errors. The
breakdown value of the catline is 1�3, and its influence function is bounded. At the
bivariate gaussian distribution its asymptotic relative efficiency compared to the L1

line is 79.30 for the slope, and 88.90 for the intercept. The finite-sample relative
efficiencies are in close agreement with these values. This combination of properties
makes the catline an attractive fitting method. � 1998 Academic Press

AMS classification numbers: 62F35, 62J05.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Consider any bivariate data set Zn=[(xi , yi); i=1, ..., n] and any straight
line of the form y=bx+a. In 1996, Rousseeuw and Hubert [20] intro-
duced the regression depth of such a line relative to Zn . The regression
depth is an integer between 0 and n, and can be seen as a kind of ``rank''
of the line. This allows one to compare different lines, from the viewpoint
that a deeper line provides a better fit to the data.

In this paper we construct the catline, a new regression method which is
motivated by regression depth. At any data set Zn , the regression depth of
the catline is at least n�3. This lower bound is attained when the data
points lie on a strictly convex (or strictly concave) curve. If, on the other
hand, the data points lie exactly on a straight line, then the catline's depth
attains the upper bound of n.

Section 2 outlines the notion of regression depth, whereas Section 3
defines the catline and gives its depth and equivariance properties. In Sec-
tion 4 we construct an O(n log n) algorithm for the catline, so that it can
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easily be computed in practice. Section 5 shows that the catline is Fisher-
consistent at any linear model y=;x+:+e for which med(e | x)=0 at all x,
which allows for asymmetric and�or heteroscedastic errors. In Section 6
the robustness of the catline is investigated. Its breakdown value is 1�3,
meaning that up to one third of the data points (xi , yi) may be replaced
by outliers (in both the x-direction and the y-direction) without destroying
the fit. Moreover, the influence functions of the slope and the intercept are
bounded. Finally, Section 7 derives the efficiency properties. At a bivariate
Gaussian distribution the asymptotic relative efficiency of the slope
compared to the L1 line is 79.30, and the intercept attains 88.90. A
simulation study confirms these efficiencies also for finite samples. This
combination of properties makes the catline an attractive fitting method.

2. REGRESSION DEPTH

We start from a data set Zn=[(xi , yi); i=1, ..., n]/R2. Each line of the
form y=bx+a will be considered as a ``candidate fit'' to Zn and denoted
as %=(b, a) so the first component is the slope and the second is the
intercept. The residuals of Zn relative to % will be denoted as ri=ri (%)=
yi&bxi&a. In order to introduce the depth of a fit, we will first define a
nonfit.

Definition 1. A candidate fit %=(b, a) to Zn is called a nonfit iff there
exists a real number v%=v which does not coincide with any xi , and such
that

ri (%)<0 for all xi<v and ri (%)>0 for all xi>v or
(2.1)

ri (%)>0 for all xi<v and ri (%)<0 for all xi>v.

Figure 1a shows a data set with 7 observations and two nonfits % and '.
Also the corresponding values v% and v' are indicated. From this plot it is
clear that the existence of v corresponds to the presence of a tilting point
(marked by a cross) around which we can rotate the line until it is vertical,
while not passing any observation.

Note that Definition 1 also allows for data sets Zn with ties among the
xi . (This is because v% may not coincide with any xi).

Definition 2. The regression depth rdepth(%, Zn) of a fit %=(b, a) to a
data set Zn /R2 is the smallest number of observations that need to be
removed to make % a nonfit.
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FIG. 1. (a) Data set with 7 observations and two nonfits % and '; (b) same data set with
a fit { with regression depth 2 and a fit ! with regression depth 3.
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Definitions 1 and 2 are due to Rousseeuw and Hubert [20], who also
provide equivalent definitions in dual space. Moreover, they show several
analogies with the notion of location depth [10, 16, 22]. However, these
aspects will not be pursued in the present paper.

To illustrate Definition 2, consider the lines { and ! in Fig. 1b. We can
make { a nonfit by removing observations 2 and 6 (since one can then
rotate { about v{ without touching any remaining observations). Since {
cannot be made a nonfit by removing fewer observations, rdepth({, Zn)=2.
The line ! has rdepth 3, since we need to remove three observations (1, 4
and 6) before it becomes a nonfit. Note that a nonfit never passes through
an observation (since all residuals in (2.1) are strictly positive or strictly
negative). Therefore, a line through k observations has a regression depth
of at least k.

It can easily be verified that regression depth is scale invariant, regres-
sion invariant and affine invariant, according to the definitions in [21,
p. 116].

In order to compute rdepth(%, Zn) we first sort the observations by their
xi coordinates in O(n log n) time. Next, we denote all the distinct x-values
by x~ 1< } } } <x~ j< } } } <x~ n~ with n~ �n. (If there are no ties, n~ =n.) Then we
put v1=x~ 1&1 and vj=(x~ j&1+x~ j)�2 for all 2� j�n~ . The regression depth
of % relative to Zn is then computed in O(n) time from the expression

rdepth(%, Zn)= min
1� j�n~

(min[S+(vj)+G&(vj), S&(vj)+G+(vj)])

where

S+(t)=*[i; xi<t and ri�0], G&(t)=*[i; x i>t and ri�0],

and S&(t) and G+(t) are defined accordingly. It therefore suffices to
update S+(vj), S&(vj), G&(vj) and G+(vj) at each j=1, ..., n~ .

We can also consider the regression depth of a fit %=(b, a) in the popula-
tion case. We then assume that the random variables (X, Y ) have a joint
distribution H on R2.

Definition 3. A candidate fit %=(b, a) to (X, Y )tH is called a nonfit
iff there exists a real number v%=v with P(X=v)=0 such that

P(Y&bX&a>0 | X<v)=1 and P(Y&bX&a<0 | X>v)=1

or

P(Y&bX&a<0 | X<v)=1 and P(Y&bX&a>0 | X>v)=1.
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The regression depth rdepth(%, H) is defined as the smallest probability
mass that has to be removed to make % a nonfit.

3. THE CATLINE

In this section we will construct the catline and give its depth properties.
First we sort the data set Zn=[(x i , y i); i=1, ..., n] according to its

x-values, so we may assume that x1�x2� } } } �xn . (If ties in xi occur, we
sort the observations with identical x-values according to their y-value.)
Then we divide the data set into three groups denoted L, M, and R. If n
is a multiple of 3, the left group L is formed by the first m=n�3 data points
[(x1 , y1), ..., (xm , ym)], the group M by the middle third, and R by the
rightmost third. For n=3m+1 we take *M=m+1, whereas for n=3m+2
we take *L=*R=m+1.

Definition 4. The catline %CAT=(bCAT , aCAT) is the line y=bCATx+
aCAT that simultaneously bisects L _ M and M _ R.

(We say that a line bisects a set of N points if neither of the two open
halfplanes defined by that line contains more than [N�2] points. If N is
odd, the line thus must pass through at least one point). The existence of
a simultaneous bisector of two finite sets in R2 follows from the Borsuk�
Ulam theorem (see [11, p. 69]). In the population case the catline parti-
tions the probability mass according to (3.1), where the horizontal line
indicates the catline and the vertical lines indicate the sets L, M, and R:

q 1
3&q q

1
3&q q 1

3&q

For each distribution H on R2, there is a unique value of 0�q�1�3
satisfying (3.1).

Roughly speaking, the catline has the property that the number of
positive residuals in L equals the number of negative residuals in M and
the number of positive residuals in R. We call it the catline since it Cuts
All Thirds (that is, L, M, and R).

Figure 2 shows a data set with 12 observations and its catline. We have
also indicated the three groups L, M, and R. Here we have three positive
residuals in L and in R, and three negative residuals in M.

Let us denote L+ (resp. L&) as the number of strictly positive (resp.
strictly negative) residuals in L from a fit (b, a), and define M+, M&, R+,
and R& analogously.
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FIG. 2. Example of a catline, for a data set of 12 observations. The number of positive
residuals in L and in R equals the number of negative residuals in M (namely 3). The regres-
sion depth of %CAT is 5.

Theorem 1. For any data set, a necessary and sufficient condition for
(b, a) to be the catline is that

L++M+�[n�3], L&+M&�[n�3],

M++R+�[n�3], M&+R&�[n�3].

Note that if n{3m both L _ M and M _ R contain an odd number of
observations; hence at least one residual is zero.

Theorem 2. At any data set Zn /R2,

�n
3|�rdepth(%CAT , Zn)�n.

Moreover, for any (X, Y )-distribution H on R2 it holds that

1
3�rdepth(%CAT , H)�1.

(All proofs can be found in the Appendix.) Let us look again at Fig. 2.
The regression depth of %CAT is 5. (For instance, we can remove the five
negative residuals and use a v% to the left of the x-values.) In this example,
rdepth(%CAT , Zn) is strictly larger than Wn�3X=4.
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From Definition 2 and Theorem 2 it follows that

1
3�max

%
rdepth(%, H)�1. (3.2)

The following theorem shows that these bounds are sharp.

Theorem 3. (a) If the observations of the data set Zn have different
x-values and lie on a strictly convex (or strictly concave) curve, then

rdepth(%CAT , Zn)=max
%

rdepth(%, Zn)=�n+2
3 | .

(b) If the probability mass of H is concentrated on a strictly convex
(or concave) curve,

rdepth(%CAT , H)=max
%

rdepth(%, H)= 1
3 .

(c) If all observations of Zn lie on a straight line y=;x+:, then
%CAT=(;, :) and

rdepth(%CAT , Zn)=max
%

rdepth(%, Zn)=n.

(d) If H is concentrated on a straight line y=;x+:, then
%CAT=(;, :) and

rdepth(%CAT , H)=max
%

rdepth(%, H)=1.

To illustrate (a), Fig. 3 shows a data set of 11 observations that lie on
the convex curve y=ex. Here the catline attains the maximal rdepth of 5.

Finally we give some equivariance and invariance properties of the
catline. For convenience we denote Zn=(x, y) where x=(x1 , ..., xn)t and
y=( y1 , ..., yn)t are column vectors.

Theorem 4. (1) The catline is regression equivariant, i.e., %CAT (x, y+
cx+d )=%CAT (x, y)+(c, d ) for any constants c and d.

(2) The catline is scale equivariant, i.e., %CAT (x, cy)=c%CAT (x, y) for
any constant c.

(3) The catline is affine equivariant: put (b� , â) :=%CAT (x, y) and take
any constants c and d with c{0, then %CAT ((x&d )�c, y)=(cb� , â+db� ).

(4) The catline is invariant to changing the absolute magnitudes of its
residuals as long as their signs remain the same.

The fourth property reflects the fact that the catline is only defined
through the signs of the corresponding residuals. We may thus enlarge (or
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FIG. 3. Plot of a data set with 11 observations that lie on the convex curve y=ex. The
catline has depth 5, which is the maximal rdepth for this data set.

shrink) their magnitude without affecting the estimate. This suggests that
the catline will be resistant to vertical outliers in the data set, i.e., towards
outlying y-values. Other estimators with this property include the line of
Brown and Mood [4], the least absolute deviations (L1) method (see [1]),
and the resistant line [13, 23]. For a more detailed investigation of the
robustness of the catline, we refer to Section 6.

Example: The Pronghorn Data. This data set of size n=29 compares
a habitat suitability index with pronghorn prevalence in 29 winter ranges
in the western United States. In a previous analysis Cade and Richards [5]
used a shifted power transformation on the response variable to obtain a
linear relationship (see also [2, 6]). The transformed data set (xi , g( yi))
with g( y)=log10( y+1) yields the catline %CAT=(1.75, &0.24). Note that
in this example the catline lies close to the L1 line %L1=(1.79, &0.27)
obtained by Cade and Richards [5]. In Fig. 4 we have plotted the original
data (xi , yi) with the backtransformed curve y= g&1(1.75x&0.24) which
we will call the catfit. Due to the monotonicity of g, the number of positive
and negative residuals in the three groups L, M and R stays the same after
this transformation.

Example: The Stars Data. In general the catline need not be close to
the L1 estimator, which is sensitive to outliers in the xi (i.e., leverage
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FIG. 4. Plot of the pronghorn data with the catfit, obtained by backtransforming the
catline of the transformed data [(xi , log10( yi+1)), i=1, ..., n].

points). This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which contains the Hertzsprung�
Russell diagram of a star cluster in the direction of Cygnus (see [21,
p. 27]). The logarithm of the star's light intensity is plotted versus the
logarithm of its surface temperature. In this plot we see the catline which
fits the main sequence stars, and the L1 line which is strongly attracted by
the four giant stars in the upper right corner.

Remark. The notion of regression depth is related to the halfspace loca-
tion depth, see [20, Section 5]. In that paper also a simplicial regression
depth rdepth(S) is constructed as a counterpart to the simplicial location
depth of Liu [17, 18]. In simple regression the general definition reduces to

rdepth(S)(%, Zn)=\n
3+

&1

:
i< j<k

A(ri (%), rj (%), rk(%)),

where A(ri , rj , rk) is 1 if the residuals ri , rj and rk have alternating signs,
and 0 otherwise. It is then easy to verify that as in Theorem 3(b) the catline
has maximal rdepth(S) at convex (concave) curves.

Theorem 5. If the probability mass of H is concentrated on a strictly
convex (or concave) curve, then

rdepth(S)(%CAT , H)=max
%

rdepth(S)(%, H)=( 1
3)3.
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FIG. 5. Hertzsprung�Russell diagram of a star cluster in the direction of Cygnus, with the
catline and the least absolute deviations fit (L1) which is attracted by the giant stars.

4. ALGORITHM

In this section we construct a fast algorithm for computing the catline.
It is essentially based on Theorem 6 below, which provides necessary and
sufficient conditions for (b, a) to be the catline.

Let us denote by rLM(b, a) and rMR(b, a) the set of residuals in L _ M
and M _ R relative to a fit (b, a). Formally, rLM(b, a) :=[ yi&bxi&a;
i # L _ M]. The median of 2k values t1� } } } �t2k is taken to be the inter-
val [tk , tk+1]. Then Definition 4 immediately leads to:

Theorem 6. For any data set Zn /R2 it holds that

(b, a) is the catline

�-

med rLM(b, a) & med rMR(b, a){< (4.1)

�-

a # med rLM(b, 0) & med rMR(b, 0). (4.2)
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When n is not a multiple of 3 it follows that *(L _ M) and *(M _ R)
are odd; hence both medians in (4.2) reduce to a singleton. In that case, the
catline is completely characterized by

med rLM(bCAT , 0)=med rMR(bCAT , 0) (4.3)

and

aCAT :=med rLM(bCAT , 0). (4.4)

To obtain the slope of the catline, we therefore need to solve f (b)=0 for

f (b) :=med rLM(b, 0)&med rMR(b, 0)

and verify condition (4.1) if n is a multiple of 3. Afterwards, the intercept
can be determined by (4.2) or (4.4).

To solve f (b)=0 we iteratively adjust the slope estimate by means of the
``zeroin'' algorithm of [9, 24]. This algorithm alternates interpolation and
bisection in such a way that the convergence is always ensured, and that
the convergence rate is independent of the sample size n [3]. Our simula-
tions have confirmed this: on average only about four iteration steps were
needed to obtain a precision of 6 digits, both for small and large data sets.

Before starting the iteration process, we first need to find two estimates
b0 and b1 in which f takes on a different sign. For the initial value b0 we
set l=*L, and take in the groups L and R the observation with Wl�2X th
smallest y-coordinate. Then b0 is defined as the slope of the line through
these two data points. We compute a0=med rLM(b0, 0), and define q̂ as the
number of positive residuals in L from the fit (b0, a0). We then compute the
line through the observations in L and R with (l&q̂) th smallest residual,
yielding b1. If f (b1) f (b0)>0, we take

b� 0={max(b0, b1)
min(b0, b1)

if f (b0)<0
if f (b0)>0

and 2=&|b1&b0| sign( f (b0)). Then we compute b� 1=b� 0+2, b� 2=
b� 1+22, ..., b� i=b� i&1+2i&12, ... until f (b� j) f (b� 0)<0 for some j. This will
certainly happen after a finite number of steps, since f is continuous,
limb � &� f (b)=&�, and limb � � f (b)=+�. (Note that f is not always
monotone.)

We performed many simulations to investigate the efficiency of this algo-
rithm. We generated data sets of size n=3m, n=3m+1 and n=3m+2
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for m=16, 160 and 1600. The regression slopes were taken to be 0, 5, and
&20. The errors were normally distributed, but some data sets also con-
tained 100 of outliers. On average, less than one correction step was
required to get initial estimates b� 0 and b� j with different signs of f (b� 0) and
f (b� j). The average number of iteration steps in the ``zeroin'' procedure
varied between approximately 3 and 8. A slight increase of this number was
observed for large slopes and for large data sets. On the other hand, out-
liers did not affect the computation time. In conclusion, a small and fixed
number of iteration steps was always sufficient. To stay on the safe side, we
fixed the maximal number of iterations at 50 in our current implementa-
tion. Since we start by ordering the x-coordinates and only perform linear-
time operations afterwards, the overall time complexity of this algorithm
becomes O(n log n). This corresponds with the theoretical results of Cole
[8] and Edelsbrunner and Waupotitsch [12]. They derive general algo-
rithms for computing a common bisector of two sets in two dimensions
in O((nb+nw) log(nb+nw)), resp. O((nb+nw) log(min(nb , nw)+1)) time,
where nb and nw are the number of points in the sets to be bisected.

The S-PLUS code of our algorithm for the catline can be obtained from
the website http:��win-www.uia.ac.be�u�statis.

5. FISHER-CONSISTENCY AT ASYMMETRIC AND
HETEROSCEDASTIC ERRORS

The population version (functional version) of the catline is straight-
forward from (4.3) and (4.4). Suppose that (X, Y ) has a continuous joint
distribution function H. (Throughout, we will use the same notation for a
probability distribution and its cdf.) Denote by G the marginal distribution
of X. Let I1=]&�, G&1(2�3)], I2=[G&1(1�3), +�[, and set

f (b)=med(Y&bX | X # I1)&med(Y&bX | X # I2).

The functional TCAT (H)=(bCAT , aCAT)(H) is then given by

f (bCAT)=0 (5.1)

and

aCAT=med(Y&bCATX | X # I1). (5.2)
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Theorem 7 (Fisher-Consistency). If (X, Y )tH satisfies the linear
model

Y=;X+:+e with med(e | x)=0 for all x, (5.3)

then (bCAT , aCAT)(H)=(;, :).

Note that the model (5.3) does not require the errors to be symmetric or
identically distributed, and hence allows for skewness and heteroscedasticity.
This general form of Fisher-consistency is an important advantage of
the catline over regression estimators that are only Fisher-consistent for
symmetric and�or homoscedastic errors, like least squares (LS), the L1

estimator and M-estimators (see also [13]).

Example: Skewness and heteroscedasticity. We have generated 60
observations according to the linear model y=2x+1+e, where e follows
a shifted lognormal distribution given by e=u&1 where ln(u)tN(0, _2

x),
hence med(e | x)=0 for all x. The heteroscedasticity was given by
_x=(x+2)�1.7. Figure 6 displays the data, together with the catline and
the LS fit. The least squares slope is clearly biased, whereas bCAT r2 and
aCAT r1.

FIG. 6. A generated data set (n=60) following a linear model with asymmetric and
heteroscedastic errors. In contrast with the catline, the least squares line (LS) is not Fisher-
consistent at this model.
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6. ROBUSTNESS PROPERTIES

6.1. Breakdown Value

A well-known measure of an estimator's resistance against outliers is the
breakdown value [14]. The finite-sample breakdown value of any estimator
Tn is defined by

=n*(Tn , Zn)=min {k
n

; sup
Z$n

&Tn(Z$n)&Tn(Zn)&=�= .

Here Z$n ranges over all data sets obtained by replacing any k observations
of Zn by arbitrary points. The breakdown value is thus the smallest
proportion of contaminated observations that can carry the estimator
beyond all bounds. Note that this contamination is not restricted to out-
liers in yi , but that Z$n may also contain outliers in xi .

Theorem 8. At any data set Zn /R2 with distinct xi we have

=n*(bCAT , Zn)==n*(aCAT , Zn)=\n&2 _n
3&&1+<n.

Corollary 1 (Exact Fit Property). When at least 2[n�3]+2 points of
Zn lie on a straight line and have distinct x i values, the catline coincides with
that line.

The asymptotic breakdown value of the catline is therefore =*=
limn � � =*n=1�3. This is an important improvement compared to the resis-
tant line whose breakdown value is 1�6. This is because the resistant line
bisects L and R but ignores M. In fact, the resistant line partitions the data
according to

1
6 ignore 1

6

1
6 ignore 1

6

using the notation of (3.1). On the other hand, the Brown�Mood estimator
divides the xi in only two sets L and R, and partitions the (xi , yi)
according to

1
4

1
4

1
4

1
4
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Therefore its breakdown value is 1�4, which is also below that of the
catline.

Example: The Height and Weight Data. Figure 7 shows the height
(in cm) and weight (in kg) of 30 eleven-year-old girls attending Heaton
Middle School in Bradford [15]. Superimposed are the catline, the least
squares line (with zero breakdown value), and the resistant line. We see
that the catline is the least attracted by the outliers with large yi .

6.2. Influence Function

The influence function (see [14]) of an estimator T at a distribution H
measures the effect on T of adding an observation at z=(x, y). If we
denote the point mass at z by 2z then we can write

IF(z, T, H)=lim
= a 0

T((1&=) H+=2z)&T(H)
=

=lim
= a 0

T(H=)&T(H)
=

=
�
�=

T(H=) } ==0

.

Theorem 9. Assume that the random variables (X, Y )tH(x, y)=
G(x) F( y) satisfy model (5.3) with :=;=0. Further assume that

FIG. 7. Plot of weight versus height for 30 schoolgirls, and three regression fits: the
catline, the least squares fit (LS) and the resistant line (RL).
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EG[ |X|]<� and that F has a density f which is strictly positive at
zero. Define L=]&�, G&1(1�3)], M=]G&1(1�3), G&1(2�3)[ and R=
[G&1(2�3), +�[ and let x� L :=EG[X | X # L], x� M :=EG[X | X # M] and
x� R :=EG[X | X # R]. Then

IF((x, y), bCAT , H)=
&3 sgn( y)

2 f (0)(x� R&x� L)
if x # L

=0 if x # M

=
3 sgn( y)

2f (0)(x� R&x� L)
if x # R (6.1)

and

IF((x, y), aCAT , H)=
3

4 f (0)
sgn( y)

(x� R+x� M)
(x� R&x� L)

if x # L

=
3

4 f (0)
sgn( y) if x # M

=
&3

4 f (0)
sgn( y)

(x� M+x� L)
(x� R&x� L)

if x # R. (6.2)

Corollary 2. (a) If G is symmetric,

IF((x, y), bCAT , H)=
3

4f (0) x� R
sgn( y)(I(x # R)&I(x # L))

IF((x, y), aCAT , H)=
3

4f (0)
sgn( y) \I(x # M)+

1
2

I(x # L _ R)+ .

(b) In particular, at the bivariate Gaussian distribution N2(0, I) we
have

IF((x, y), bCAT , N2(0, I))

=
- 2?

4,(8&1(2�3))
sgn(x) sgn( y) I \ |x|�8&1 \2

3++
IF((x, y), aCAT , N2(0, I))

=
3 - 2?

4
sgn( y) \I \ |x|<8&1 \2

3+++
1
2

I \ |x|�8&1 \2
3+++ .

Since the influence functions of the slope and the intercept each take on
at most 3 different absolute values, they are bounded. Figure 8a shows the
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FIG. 8. (a) Influence function of the catline slope at the bivariate standard Gaussian dis-
tribution; (b) influence function of the catline intercept.
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FIG. 9. (a) Averaged permutation-stylized sensitivity function APSFn of the catline slope
for n=20; (b) APSFn of the catline intercept for n=20.
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influence function of the catline slope at the bivariate Gaussian distribution
H=N2(0, I ), where it coincides with that of the resistant line slope. The
influence function of the catline intercept at N2(0, I ) is plotted in Fig. 8b.

Whereas the influence function is an asymptotic concept, we also want
to have a finite-sample version. For this we use the averaged permuta-
tion-stylized sensitivity function defined in [19]. For any estimator T the
sensitivity function measures the (standardized) effect of adding an obser-
vation z at the sample Zn=[z i ; i=1, ..., n], i.e.,

SFn(z, T, Zn)=n(Tn+1(z1 , ..., zn , z)&Tn(z1 , ..., zn)). (6.3)

The resulting sensitivity function strongly depends on the sample Zn , but
we can alleviate this effect by using a permutation-stylized data set Z(?)=
[(xs

i , xs
?(i)); i=1, ..., n] where xs

i =8&1(i�(n+1)) and where ? is a random
permutation on [1, ..., n]. Finally, the effect of the particular permutation
? is tempered by averaging the sensitivity function over a collection of
random permutations, leading to

APSFn(z)= average
?

SFn(z, T, Z(?)). (6.4)

Figure 9a shows the sensitivity surface of the catline slope and Fig. 9b that
of the catline intercept, both for n=20, obtained by generating m=350
random permutations. We see that these smoothened surfaces approximate
the asymptotic influence functions quite well.

7. EFFICIENCY

When a functional T and its influence function are sufficiently regular,
- n (T(Zn)&T(H)) is asymptotical normal with zero mean and asymptotic
variance

V(T, H)=| IF(z, T, H)2 dH(z)

(see [14]). Under the assumptions of Theorem 9, we find that

- n (bCAT (Zn)&bCAT (H)) � N \0,
3

2f 2(0)(x� R&x� L)2+
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and

- n (aCAT (Zn)&aCAT (H))

� N \0,
3

16 f 2(0) \1+
(x� L+x� M)2+(x� M+x� R)2

(x� R&x� L)2 ++ .

At the bivariate standard gaussian distribution H=N2(0, I ) this yields the
asymptotic variances V(BCAT , H)=1.980 and V(aCAT , H)=1.767.

Let us compare the performance of the catline with the L1 line. The asymp-
totic variance of the L1 estimator is derived in [1]. For H=N2(0, I ) we have
V(bL1 , H)=V(aL1 , H)=1�4,(0)2=1.571. The asymptotic relative efficiency
of the catline compared to the L1 line then becomes ARE(bCAT , bL1 , H)=
V(bL1 , H)�V(bCAT , H)=79.30 for the slope and ARE(aCAT , aL1 , H)=
V(aL1 , H)�V(aCAT , H)=88.90 for the intercept. We thus observe a small
loss of efficiency at the bivariate gaussian distribution, but the catline
achieves a much better resistance to leverage points.

Finally we have investigated whether the corresponding finite-sample
relative efficiency is well approximated by the asymptotic relative effi-
ciency. To this end we have generated m=10,000 samples of various sample
sizes n (see Table 1) from N2(0, I ), each time computing their catline
(b (k)

CAT , a (k)
CAT) and their L1 line (b (k)

L1 , a (k)
L1 ) for k=1, ..., m. The catlines were

computed with the O(n log n) algorithm constructed in Section 4. The L1

regression was performed using the l1fit procedure in S-PLUS. For each

TABLE I

Bias of the Catline and Its Finite-Sample Relative Efficiency Compared to the L1 Line
at H=N2(0, I )

Slope bCAT Intercept aCAT

n Bias RE(CAT, L1) Bias RE(CAT, L1)

10 0.01166 82.70 0.00267 84.50
20 0.00448 79.70 0.00602 88.20
40 &0.00137 80.50 0.00135 88.60
60 0.00123 79.50 &0.00243 88.80

100 0.00185 80.50 0.00117 86.50
500 0.00119 80.30 0.00084 89.50

1,000 &0.00031 80.50 &0.00055 89.70
5,000 0.00023 78.60 &0.00020 88.90

10,000 0.00001 78.20 &0.00001 92.50
40,000 &0.00006 80.00 &0.00005 87.80

� 0.00000 79.30 0.00000 88.90

Note. The simulation results are based on 10,000 samples.
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n, Table 1 lists the average of the computed catline slopes, as well as the
finite-sample relative efficiency

RE(bCAT , BL1 , H)=
variance
k=1, ..., m

b (k)
L1

variance
k=1, ..., m

b (k)
CAT

.

It also presents the analogous results for the catline intercept. We see that
the finite-sample relative efficiency is close to the asymptotic relative
efficiency, which makes the asymptotics valid for both small and large data
sets.

APPENDIX: PROOFS

Proof of Theorem 1. Immediate from Definition 4.

Proof of Theorem 2. (a) By Definition 2, the depth of any line is at
most n. To prove the lower bound we consider a tilt point v to the left of
I2 :=M _ R. Denote by I +

2 (resp. I &
2 , I 0

2) the number of strictly positive
(resp. negative, zero) residuals in I2 . From the definition of the catline if
follows that I +

2 �[n�3], I &
2 �[n�3], I +

2 +I &
2 +I 0

2=2[n�3] if n=3m, and
I +

2 +I &
2 +I 0

2=2[n�3]+1 if n{3m. Let us now tilt the line upward
(downward) about v until it becomes vertical. Doing so it passes all points
of I2 with nonpositive (nonnegative) residuals, hence at least min(I +

2 +I 0
2 ,

I &
2 +I 0

2)�Wn�3X points. For a tilt point v in M or R the reasoning is
analogous, hence rdepth(%CAT , Zn)�Wn�3X.

(b) In the population case the proof is similar, using (3.1).

Proof of Theorem 3. (a) The line with maximal depth has to pass
through two observations (otherwise it could be made deeper by slightly
tilting it until it does fit 2 points), thereby dividing the observations in
three groups with alternating residual signs. The rdepth of this line is then
2+the size of the smallest group, which is bounded by 2+[(n&2)�3]=
W(n+2)�3X. Assume the observations to be ordered by their x-coordinates,
set m=[n�3] and put zi=(xi , y i). Then the line through the observations
zm+1 and z2m+1 (if n{3m+2) and the line through zm+1 and z2m+2 (if
n=3m+2) has maximal depth and is also the catline. The proof of part
(b) is analogous. Parts (c) and (d) are trivial.

Proof of Theorem 4. Denote (b� , â) :=%CAT (x, y). From Theorem 1, the
catline is characterized by L&+M&=*[i; (xi , yi) # L _ M and ri= yi&
b� xi&â<0]�[n�3], and three similar relations. Because of symmetry, we
will only consider the first relation. We will denote the groups in a transformed
sample by L� , M� and R� . The theorem now follows from the following iden-
tities:
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1. Denote (b� , a~ ) :=%CAT (x, y+cx+d ). If *[i; (xi , yi+cx i+d ) #
L� _ M� and yi+cxi+d&b� xi&a~ <0]�[n�3] then *[i; (xi , yi) # L _ M
and yi&(b� &c) xi&(a~ &d )<0]�[n�3]. This also holds for the three
other relations, and thus b� =b� +c and a~ =â+d.

2. Denote (b� , a~ ) :=%CAT (x, cy). First put c>0. If *[i; (xi , cyi) #
L� _ M� and cyi&b� xi&a~ <0]�[n�3] then *[i; (xi , yi) # L _ M,
yi&(b� �c) xi&(a~ �c)<0]�[n�3], and thus b� =cb� and a~ =câ. For c<0 it
follows that the number of positive residuals is bounded by [n�3]. All
together we also obtain the four required inequalities, although in a dif-
ferent order.

3. Analogous to 1 and 2.

4. We have to show that (b� , a~ ) :=%CAT (xi , ŷ i+diri) equals (b� , â) for
all di�0, ŷi=b� x i+â, and ri=ri (%CAT). This is true iff *[i; (x i , ŷi+diri) #
L� _ M� and ŷi+di ri&b� xi&â<0]�[n�3]. The latter inequality follows
from the definition of ŷi , ri , di and the fact that (x i , y i) # L _ M.

Proof of Theorem 6. Immediate from Definition 4.

Proof of Theorem 7. The Fisher-consistency of bCAT follows from med
(Y&;X | X # I1 ) =med(:+e | X # I1 ) =:+med(e | X # I1) =:=:+med
(e | X # I2)=med(:+e | X # I2)=med(Y&;X | X # I2) thus bCAT=;. Then
med(Y&bCATX | X # I1)=:+med(e | X # I1)=:, thus also aCAT=:.

Proof of Theorem 8. First we will prove that we can make the slope of
the catline arbitrarily steep by replacing n=*n observations of the original
data set Zn . Assume the data points are ordered by their x-coordinates. By
Theorem 4(c) we may assume that all xi>0 w.l.o.g. We consider all lines
through the observation with x-coordinate x2m+n mod 3 that separates the
groups M and R. This means that all points in M resp. R have a positive,
resp. negative residual. Denote by 3 the set of the slopes and intercepts of
these lines, and consider (b1 , a1) its element with smallest positive slope.
It is clear that b1<� and sup% # 3 b=�. Moreover, |a1 |<� and
inf% # 3 a=&�. Now consider any v>0 and w<0. Then take a line (b, a)
in 3 such that b>max[b1 , v] and a<min[a1 , w], and put all observa-
tions of L below this line (except if n=3m, then we hold one point fixed).
The resulting data set now has a catline (b, a) with arbitrarily large slope
and arbitrarily small intercept.

Next, consider a dataset Z$n obtained by replacing n=n*&1 observations
from the original dataset Zn . We will then show that (b$CAT , a$CAT)=
(bCAT , aCAT)(Z$n) remains bounded. Denote by L$, M$ and R$ the three
subsets of Z$n . Denote by Z� =Zn & Z$n the set of original data points in Z$n .
Further set L=Z� & L$, M=Z� & L$ and R=Z� & R$. Assume n=3m. Now
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consider Z"n , the collection of all data sets Z"n obtained by adding m&2
points to Z� such that L/L", M/M" and R/R". Set 3 the collection of
all catlines of Z"n . Since Z$n # Z"n it is clear that (b$CAT , a$CAT) # 3, and thus
b$CAT will be bounded if the first coordinates of 3 are bounded. Take any
line (b, a) in 3, then denote by L+ (resp. L&, L0) the number of strictly
positive (resp. negative, zero) residuals in L (and use the analogous nota-
tions for M and R). If this line partitions the points in Z� such that L+, L&,
R+, and R& are all strictly positive, then it is clear that b is bounded. An
unbounded slope can only be attained if (w.l.o.g.) L+=L0=R&=R0=0
and M0�1 or if M&=M 0=R&=R0=0 and L0�1. (The other situa-
tions follow by symmetry). In the first case, L&+M++M&+M0+R+=
2m+2, but L&+M &�m and M++R+�m (since (b, a) bisects L" _ M"
and M" _ R"). In the second case, L++L&+L0+M ++R+=2m+2,
whereas L++L&+L0�m and M++R+�m, again a contradiction. If
n{3m we can write analogous relations, keeping in mind that a catline will
then pass through at least one observation. Finally note that the second
coordinates of 3 are also bounded. By definition, the intercept is bounded
if m+1=[n�3]+1 of the residuals yi&bxi in L" _ M" and in M" _ R"
are bounded. This is always satisfied since b is bounded and *L+*M�
m+1 and *M+*R�m+1 (otherwise *R�m+2 or *L�m+2).

Proof of Corollary 1. From Theorem 4 we know that the catline is
regression equivariant as well as scale equivariant. For any such estimator
Rousseeuw and Leroy [21, pp. 123�124] showed that the breakdown
property implies the exact fit property.

Proof of Theorem 9. To derive the influence function of the catline, we
will use a different (but equivalent) functional form for TCAT . For any
(b, a), for any bivariate distribution H and for any interval J # [L, M, R]
we denote

PJ
(b, a), =(t)=P(Y&bX&a�t | (X, Y )tH= and X # J ),

and

P� J
(b, a), =(t)=P(&(Y&bX&a)�t | (X, Y )tH= and X # J ).

Let

G1(t, b, a, =)= 1
2 PL

(b, a), =(t)+ 1
2P� R

(b, a), =(t) (8.1)
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and

G2(t, b, a, =)= 1
4 PL

(b, a), =(t)+ 1
2PM

(b, a), =(t)+ 1
4PR

(b, a), =(t), (8.2)

then the functional TCAT (H) satisfies

med
t

G1(t, bCAT , aCAT , 0)=0 (8.3)

and

med
t

G2(t, bCAT , aCAT , 0)=0. (8.4)

These relations can easily be derived from (3.1). Equation (8.3) says that
the union of the residuals in L and minus the residuals in R has zero
median, and according to (8.4) the same is true for the (formal) ``union'' of
the residuals in L _ M _ M _ R.

First we derive the influence function of the slope bCAT . Denote b(=) :=
bCAT (H=) and a(=) :=aCAT (H=). Because of Fisher-consistency at the model
(5.3), b(0)=;=0 and a(0)=:=0. Since G1(0, b(=), a(=), =)= 1

2 we have
(dG1 �d=)(0, b(=), a(=), =)| ==0=0 hence

�G1

�b
(0, b(=), a(=), =) } ==0

db
d=

(=) } ==0

+
�G1

�a
(0, b(=), a(=), =) } ==0

da
d=

(=) } ==0

+
�G1

�=
(0, b(=), a(=), =) } ==0

=0.

Therefore

IF(z, bCAT , H)=
db
d=

(=) } ==0

=
&

�G1

�=
&

�G1

�a
da
d=

�G1

�b }
==0

. (8.5)

Now

�G1

�= } t=0, ==0

=
1
2

�PL
(b, a), =(t)

�= } t=0, ==0
(b, a)=(0, 0)

+
1
2

�P� R
(b, a), =(t)

�= } t=0, ==0
(b, a)=(0, 0)

.
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Since

PL
(b, a), =(t)=(1&$=, L) PL

(b, a), 0(t)+$=, LI( y&bx&a�t)

with $=, L=3=I(x # L)�((1&=)+3=I(x # L)) and I the indicator function (see
also [13, p. 1052]), and since

PL
(b, a), 0(t)| t=0

(b, a)=(0, 0)
=P(e�0 | (X, Y )tH and X # L)

= 1
2=P� R

(b, a), 0(t)| t=0
(b, a)=(0, 0)

we can verify that

�G1

�= } t=0, ==0

=
1
2 \&

3
2

I(x # L)+3I(x # L) I( y�0)&
3
2

I(x # R)+3I(x # R) I( y�0)+ .

(8.6)

Next, we evaluate

�G1

�a } t=0, ==0

.

As PL
(b, a), 0(t)| b=0=P(Y&a�t | X # L)=F(a+t), we have

�PL
(b, a), 0(t)

�a } t=0
(b, a)=(0, 0)

= f (0),

and analogously

�P� R
(b, a), 0(t)

�a } t=0
(b, a)=(0, 0)

=&f (0).

Consequently,

�G1

�a } t=0, ==0

=0. (8.7)
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Finally, we compute the denominator of (8.5). Now we find

�PL
(b, a), 0(t)

�b } t=0
(b, a)=(0, 0)

=3
�

�b |
x # L

|
�

&�
1( y&bx�t) dH(x, y)| t=0

b=0
,

=3
�

�b |
x # L

F(t+bx) dG(x)| t=0
b=0

,

=3 |
x # L

xf (t+bx) dG(x)| t=0
b=0

,

=3 |
x # L

xf (0) dG(x)=x� L f (0),

and analogously

�P� R
(b, a), 0(t)

�b } t=0
(b, a)=(0, 0)

= &x� R f (0),

hence

�G1

�b } t=0, ==0

=&
1
2

f (0)(x� R&x� L). (8.8)

Combining (8.6), (8.7), (8.8) and (8.5) then yields (6.1).
The influence function of the intercept aCAT is derived from (8.4),

yielding

IF(z, aCAT , H)=
&

�G2

�=
&

�G2

�b
db
d=

�G2

�a }
==0

. (8.9)

Now for each J # [L, M, R] it holds that

�PJ
(b, a), =(t)

�= } t=0, ==0
(b, a)=(0, 0)

=&
3
2

I(x # J )+3I(x # J ) I( y�0),

�PJ
(b, a), =(t)

�a } t=0, ==0
(b, a)=(0, 0)

= f (0) and
�PJ

(b, a), =(t)

�b } t=0, ==0
(b, a)=(0, 0)

= f (0) x� J .

Inserting these three relations, (8.2) and (6.1) into (8.9) then yields (6.2).
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